Digital Sketches/Concepts from 2021

Figure 1: 'ChronoMancer/TimeWizard' -perhaps one of the only few rough sketches that gotten
serious attention on reddit.
The sketches were done perhaps in circa 2018, but due to it being being such a rough sketch at the
time, “finished/polished” renders were not an option due to lack of digital art abilities. Only until
year 2021 have the technology and the ability to use them effectively have matured enough to
render this concept with more details.

Digital Drawing as a whole has been a bit of a slow start.
It's not a dabble since the whole project was going on for a year or so regularly.
However, in terms of things like commercial nor professional success it's been a dud
next to my inked works or print-shop.
Digital Art is the most prevalent in the modern digital entertainment industry.
But it's not the be all end all for all departments.
Places like the automotive industry is full of "low-tech" methods of making
prototypes via brown fired clay. Though robots are involved for the heavy work.
Hand crafting the details is still a thing there.
I Digress
Frankly, Digital as a "main" job in my art gigs is not my thing, my tech is clunky and
it's quite lagging with DPS issues and a bunch of technical Jargon I could barely
manage myself.

Figure 2: Circa 2018 Inktober concepts-but before getting the ink treatment designs tends to go
through actual pen-based sketches for ideas first. If the year was 2021 instead of 2018, they could
have gone under the digital treatment perhaps.

Digital does still have their places, since, they have been used in commissioned
works for few and far based clients with disclosures.
But as someone who have been working on the rather new experimental medium,
there were perks for the technological trade-offs I had over larger scale inks and
colors.
For example, there were a series a rather prolific series of inked works that happened
in 2019 for a whole year more or less.

They looked fine in just being pure black and white, but there was an underlining
idea of what would they really look like if they were just colored digitally. Complete
with “screentones/grits/etc” to add to the “handcrafted” look that people today still
yearn for.

Figure 3: Thanks to the recent Digital Layering methods, screen-tones and even modified "photos"
from the internet allows for some rather unorthodox methods of rendering the rather limited
technology of on paper methods.
Almost anything is possible with digital....

Figure 4: Just plain inked works-sure, the sheer techniques and talent put into it is there, but the
overall look is very minimal. However, it can be a base for either on paper or digital methods of
rendering. It's quite easy to work from if the inked base is clean and "stand on it's own"

Like any attempt at something new. Not all of them will look “great”
as seen here.

Figure 5: a comic or graphic novel worthy ink-yet a lack of context and narrative in a series of
panels and pages will not make it have staying power. Perhaps making it a graphic-tee would have
brought it a few bucks in.

Figure 6: Perhaps-the intentions were well. But the execution overall was sub-par, since it's just
"off", the trained eye will know.

Perhaps in the future when schedules don’t clash and my days are rather free, will
digital layers over old works be a prolific thing much like the inked works back in
2019.
Who knows.
The digital techniques and abilities that were granted were quite nice and handy,
since even if I don’t end up doing full digital, light duty layers or just touch ups is
more easy with the stylus which was awkward to use first day.

Figure 7: Since the digital attempts here is only “year 1” it’s still early to say any “final verdict” or
anything since the projects I do here is just a constant stream and updates, along with fixing or
rarely finishing up older projects.
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